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THE HALAALIZED CARRION OF ALL COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS

Every sincere Muslim among even the masses, does understand the reality of the meat and
chicken products which are commercially sold as ‘halaal’. The truth does not escape the
discernment of even the laity regardless of the desperate attempts of self-vindication of the
haraam Carrion Clique comprising of SANHA, MJC, NIHT, ICSA and some other upstart bogus
carrion halaalizing epistasis entities.

A Brother from Durban visiting Gauteng, write the following letter to a Muslim business dealing
in haram carrion products:

ZUBIS BRAAI CORNER, Asalaamualaikum.

As a visitor from Durban i read in this Laudium Magazine that you state that you are "the only
Halaal steakhouse in Heliodor, Laudium. For this to be true your meat/beef and chickens will
have to be slaughtered according to the Shariah.

Now if you are buying your meats/beef and chickens from your local Muslim butcher then
unfortunately your shop/braai corner is not Halaal. The reason for this is simple. All meats/beef
and chickens supplied to butcheries by the Abattoirs are slaughtered according to a system
alien to Islam.

These Kuffaar abattoirs stun their cattle by shooting a 10 cm bolt into the animals head. The
skull shatters splattering the animals brains. The animal is then hoisted upside down on a
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conveyor belt proceeding to the Muslim slaughterer who recites the Tasmiyah on this already
dead/paralysed animal. Sheep and goats are stunned with an electric stun gun and also
hoisted upside down going to the slaughterer.

Chickens are the worse off. They do not see the sun or grass in their lifetime. Grown in a
covered house they are brutally fattened and are pumped with antibiotics and growth hormones.
They are also hung upside down on a conveyor belt and stunned by dipping their heads in an
electrified water tank. After they are slaughtered they are immediately put into a hot bath for
de-feathering purposes. This whilst they are still not fully dead, and with the entrails and filth still
enclosed within their carcases.

So you see, Zubis Braai corner, Allah Ta'ala’s system of Thabah is abandoned. Check the
ruling if you do not believe me. Do not trust the 'so called Halaal bodies'. They have no answers
to the above situation. They only say previous Ulema sanctioned it. But we are not the followers
of Ulema who said this was OK. We are the followers of the Qur'aan and the Sunnah as
expounded by Nabi (sallallahu alayhi wasallam).

Therefore to be Halaal you have to slaughter your animals by hand. Chickens have to be free
range and then slaughtered by hand. Failure to abide by the rules of the Shariah for Thabah,
renders the meat. Beef and chickens Haraam. JazakAllah, Was-salaam

(End of the Brother’s letter)

COMMENT

The Brother has adequately explained the reality of the haraam carrion industry halaalized by
the Carrion Mafia Cabal. Furthermore, a plethora of literature of damning evidence for the
indictment of the Carrion Halaalizers in the Divine Court on the Day of Qiyaamah is available to
anyone who is interested.
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Of glaring significance is that SANHA and Carrion Co. have hitherto not provided a single valid
Shar’i argument to bolster its claim of the chickens, etc. being halaal. The solitary, miserable
pedantic apodal which SANHA monotonously proffers as its ‘daleel’ for proclaiming the carrion
to be ‘halaal’ is that senior Ulama decades ago had sanctioned the carrion products. Besides
this stupid and baseless averment, there is not a single Islamically rational and valid argument
which any of the Carrion Halaalizers has ever or will ever be able to present in vindication of the
satanic system of killing which produces the carrion chickens and carrion meat products.

It is with grief that we are constrained to say that the couple of foreign senior Ulama who had
been tricked by the local Ulama to inspect the Rainbow carrion plant, had committed the grave
injustice of maintaining silence in the face of the total displacement of the Shariah’s system of
Thabah and the adoption in its pace of the Devil’s system which Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) termed, Shareetatus shaitaan. In every kaafir commercial plant without exception,
and in almost every Muslim facility,
Shareetatus
shitaaan
is the
system. With their silence, the senior Ulama had rendered a sad and lamentable disservice to
the Muslim community. In addition they were guilty of
Khiyaanat
towards the Deen by having abdicated from the pedestal of
Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar
in so far as the abrogation of the Islamic system of Thabah is concerned – a system which is
among the
Shiaar (Outstanding and salient features)
of Islam.

They had unintentionally, lamentably and unforgivably provided a basis for the unscrupulous
scoundrel carrion halaalizers to destroy the Imaan and Akhlaaq of the community with carrion
which they audaciously proclaim ‘halaal’ on the strength of the haraam silence of the couple of
seniors who had visited South Africa some decades ago.

It should be well understood and remembered that the errors, defects and failures of senior
Ulama may not be cited as daleel (proof) for haram and villainy. The failure of the senior Ulama
to proclaim the Haqq is not a daleel for permissibility of baatil and carrion. Carrion does not
become halaal because seniors had for whatever political of ‘hikmat’ expediency maintained
silence when they observed with their own eyes the brutal pillage of the Ahkaam of the Shariah
in the form of the total destruction of the system of Thabah ordained by Allah Azza Wa Jal.
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Allaamah Abdul Wahhaab Sha’raani (Rahmatullah alayh), the illustrious authority of the Shariah
of the 9 th Islamic century said: “He who holds on to the obscurities of the Ulama, verily, he has
made his exit from Islam.”
What SANHA is saying about this
stupid ‘daleel’ is in fact the prompting of Iblees. The errors of the seniors should be swept under
the carpet, not carrion and not the Ahkaam of the Shariah. The senior Ulama are not gods to be
worshipped. Severely rebuking the masses of Bani Israael for ‘worshipping’ their senior Ulama,
Allah Ta’ala says in the Qur’aan Majeed:

“They take their ahbaar (molvis and sheikhs) and their ruhbaan (saints) as gods besides
Allah….”

When the Ulama-e-Soo’ used to proclaim glaringly haraam to be halaal or vice versa, then the
masses of Bani Israaeel would readily accept such corrupt fatwas which were palatable and
appeasing to the nafs. This very same malady is now deeply entrenched in the Muslim
community. Further, condemning the Ulama and the Shaikhs who mislead the masses with
their corrupt fatwas and with their silence, the Qur’aan Majeed states:

“Why do their molvis and their buzrugs not prohibit them from their sinful statements and from
their consumption of haraam?
In
deed, evil is that which they used to perpetrate.”

In this Qur’aanic aayat, Allah Ta’ala warns the Ulama and the Shaikhs who abstain from
preventing/forbidding haraam, falsehood and carrion. Yet, is indeed lamentable when senior
Ulama maintain silence when Allah’s Ahkaam are flagrantly pillaged and plundered, and all of
this mutilation of the Deen is the consequence of worldly and monetary motives and insane
cravings.
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They found condoning the abolition of the Islamic system and the condonation of the devil’s
system tolerable. Promoting the financial empires of the Yahood and Nasaara was sufficient
ground for destroying the Islamic system of Thabah and opening up a massive, satanic avenue
for the ruin of the Imaan of the entire community with carrion addiction.

It is haraam to perpetuate the myth of permissibility of devouring carrion on the basis of the
glaring failures of some senior Ulama. SANHA is guilty of extravasating haraam capital from the
error of some of our senior Ulama who had visited the country decades ago and who had
condoned the haraam system of shaitaan’s slaughter (shareetatus shaitaan in Rasulullah’s
words) with their ignoble silence which has caused irreparable damage to the Imaan and health
of entire communities by the evil manipulation of the error by scoundrel carrion halaalizers such
as SANHA.

The devil’s system of killing animals is thoroughly satanic. There is not a single facet of this
brutal devilish killing system which conforms to the Thabah system ordained by Allah Ta’ala.
Now when the entire system of killing from the very beginning to the end is satanic, haraam and
in violent conflict with every Thabah rule of the Shariah, how is it ever possible to produce
halaal chickens and meat products from such a rotten, filthy, brutal satanic system of merciless
killing?

The claim of the neck vessels being validly severed and the Tasmiyah being recited will be
rejected by even the baboons who inhabit the forested areas around the Rainbow plant. If any
Muslim believes such a preposterous brutal LIE disgorged by SANHA, then undoubtedly it will
be evidence for the mental derangement of such a stupid sucker who is capable of lapping up
the filth of the carrion lies bandied out by the carrion fitnah-mongers who have bartered away
their Imaan for the sake of the miserable haraam riba boodle of this dunya.

ALL MEAT AND CHICKEN PRODUCTS HALAALIZED BY SANHA AND THE OTHER
MEMBERS OF THE MAFIA CARRION CABAL ARE HARAAM DISEASED FILTH WHICH
CAUSES CANCER AND A HOST OF OTHER SERIOUS INCURABLE DISEASES WHICH
TAKE THEIR TOLL IN LATER LIFE.

23 Rabiul Awwal 1437 – 4 January 2016
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